Plant tree so trunk abs is 15 plus.

Tips of fronds to be hedged off +7/12" down frond ends.

Fronds to be fed prior to planting with non-treated binders twine.

All fronds more than 30° +/ - from vertical, as measured at frond base, are to be removed.

All dead fronds to be removed to height of green fronds, and trunk skinned clean.

Root crown to be buried 15" min to 24" max below fin. gr.

2" layer of mulch thru-out basin

Form earthen water basin size to hold min. 5 gal. per 10' of diameter trunk (min. 15 gal.)

Set rootball max. 24" below original F.G.

1/2 depth rootball

6" min. min.

Native soil, scarify 6" deep.

Plant tablets, jetted backfill.

Jetted backfill w/ root growth stimulant per specs.

Rootball
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